Help Otis get to the sprinkler!

Unscramble the words to find out what kind of landscape Otis knows is Water Wise! (See “Vocabulary Words”)

Word Jumble

WTSAE

WERTA WSIE

DNPIIRPG

SRELNIPRKS

PRUIECSO

Unscramble the words to find out what kind of landscape Otis knows is Water Wise! (See “Vocabulary Words”)

emwd
California Friendly - Plant life that does not require much water.

Dripping - A liquid (such as water) that falls in drops (like from a leaky faucet).

Faucet - Something used to control the flow of water from a pipe or other opening.

Landscape - An area of plant life such as bushes, flowers, and trees.

Lawn - An area of grass.

Precious – Something that is of high value or worth.

Sprinklers - Device for watering the lawn or plant life.

Survive - To remain alive or exist.

Waste - To throw away without a care.

Water Wise - To use water wisely and not throw away without a care.